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PRICING UNIT 
 
 
The pricing unit concept is a method of breaking a 
journey into stand alone pricing units. A pricing unit 
is defined as a journey or part of a journey which is 
priced separately and therefore capable of being 
ticketed separately.                                 
                                                                                 
Amadeus combines the pricing units within an 
itinerary, if such combination is allowed in the 
routing and if it results in a lower fare than a 
through fare. 
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The system processes the advance purchase 
category (AP) of all international special fares, per 
pricing unit. If the special fare is part of the 
automated rules product, the minimum (MN) and 
maximum (MX) stay conditions and seasonality             
(SE) categories are processed as well.                           
                                                                                 
Note: The pricing unit concept applies to all normal   
and special fares. However, the pricing unit concept 
does not apply to Asean extension fares.                        
                                                                        
The following scenarios describe how the pricing unit 
concept is handled in the Amadeus system:  
 

Example: Advance Purchase Check                                                
                                             
 Mr. Toe is booked on the following round-trip from MAN to NYC:               
                                                                                 
 1.TOE/N MR                                                                      
 2  BA1391 V 21JUL  1  MANLHR  HK1        1  1030  1125    *1A/                      
 3  BA 175  B 06AUG 3  LHRJFK   HK1        4  1100  1340    *1A/                      
 4  BA 178  B 20AUG 5  JFKLHR   HK1        7   0915 2100    *1A/                      
 5  BA1394 V 21AUG 4  LHRMAN  HK1        1   1345  1440   *1A/                      
                                                                                 
 These fares are offered, as a combination of 2 pricing units:                   
                                                                                 
  MAN                                                                            
  LON  BA  1391  V  V  21JUL  1030  VXSP              21JUL 21JUL   PC                
  NYC  BA  0175  B  B  06AUG 1100  BHXAPP       06AUG 06AUG PC                
  LON  BA  0178  B  B  20AUG 0915  BHXAPP        15AUG 15AUG PC                
  MAN  BA 1394  V  V  21AUG 1345  VXSP              21AUG 21AUG PC                
 GBP   754.00      21JUL97MAN BA LON53.01BA NYC549.76BA LON                 
                   574.23BA MAN53.01NUC1230.01END ROE0.61299   

 
The date of reservation and current 
date is 21July. At pricing time, the 
system validates the rules, calculates 
the fare by using the pricing unit (PU) 
concept and offers a combination of 
the VSPX fare  
(PU1:MAN-LON-MAN) and the 
BHXAPP fare (PU2:LON-NYC-LON).   
                                                              
Pricing unit 1:(MAN-LON-MAN)   
No advance purchase condition.           
 
Pricing unit 2:(LON-NYC-LON) 
advance purchase condition 7 days.     
                                                              
Pricing unit 2 can be offered in 
combination with pricing unit 1 if the 
advance purchase condition for 
pricing unit 2 is respected. The ticket 
must be purchased 7 days before 
travel date of pricing unit 2   
(7 days before 6 August). 
 


